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Thisis a selective reviewof attentionalresearch,primarilythat involvingthe
detectionor identification of visual targets. Suchworkis central to the study
of attention andcurrentlyamongthe mostactive areasof attentional research.
By restricting the reviewto this narrower
focus it is possible to describethe
studies in moredetail, raise somecritical questionsabouttheir interpretation,
andpoint out their relation to earlier research.Whilethe studies reviewedare
primarilybehavioral,a brief description of someimportantneurologicalwork
is also presented.
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WHAT IS

ATTENTION?

Althoughthe term attention is often used as if its meaningwere self-evident it
has remained a remarkably elusive concept. There are overt forms of attending or orienting that can be studied directly, such as the wayweshift our gaze
to bring one object or another into view. There are also covert forms of
attending, whereby we choose to listen to one voice or another amongthe
babble of simultaneousvoices at a party, or attend to different parts of a visual
image without moving our eyes. The studies reviewed here are primarily
concernedwith overt forms of attending. I argue that the fundamentalempirical bases for the concept of covert attention are the processingtradeoffs one
often seems to makewhen simultaneously presented with multiple "sources"
of information. By tradeoff I meanthat better processing of one source seems
to require poorer processing of another. The covert adjustments one makesto
adopt a particular tradeoff I will term an allocation of attention. For example,
the multiple sources of information might be the simultaneous voices at a
party, or the individual letters in a tachistoscopically viewedletter matrix.
Attemptingto process("attend to") a particular voice, letter, or rowof letters,
defines a particular allocation of attention.
It should be emphasizedthat the processing of simultaneously presented
sources of informationdoes not alwaysreflect a need for processing tradeoffs.
It sometimesseemspossible to process sources simultaneously as well as they
can be processed singly. In such cases the simultaneousprocessing is said to
require less than one’s "attentional capacity," or the processingof at least one
source is said to "occur in parallel," "automatically," "pre-attentively," or
"without needing attention."
In any case, the mannerin which people process simultaneously presented
sources of information, "shared allocation of attention," the degree to which
they can process one source and ignore another, "focal allocation of attention," and the mannerin whichthey shift from one allocation of attention to
another, "attention switching," are all central to the study of attention.
PROCESSING

TRADEOFFS

AND SET-SIZE

EFFECTS

In discussing experimentsinvolving multiple sources of information it will be
useful to denote n such sources by S~, $2 ..... Sin. In the simplest paradigm
there maybe only two sources, S~ and $2; n = 2---for example, two simultaneousvoices or twopositions in a visual display. In such cases it is possible to
characterize a subject’s processing options by what has been variously referred to as an attention operating characteristic, AOC(Kinchla 1969; Sperling & Melchner 1978), a performance operating characteristic, POC(Norman&Bobrow1975) or, in a slightly different form, a cost-benefit analysis
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(Posner &Boies 1971). The AOCform of representation is illustrated
Figure la, whichshowsthree ways(I, 11, 1II) in whicha subject’s ability
process each of two sources might be related. In somestudies "processing" is
assessedin termsof accuracy;in others, in terms of speed(the faster a subject
can respond to information from a source, the better the processing). The
open points in Figure la indicate the quality of processing whena subject is
directed to "attend to S~only" (ordinate) or "to $2 only" (abcissa), so called
"focal attention" instructions. The solid points indicate howwell each source
is processed whenthe subject is instructed to "attend to both S~ and S2"--"divided" or "shared attention" instructions. Note that CurveI indicates that
$1 and $2 can not be processed simultaneously as well as either can be
processed alone, while Curve II indicates a similar but less severe cost of
"sharing attention." Usually a subject can also be induced to perform at
intermediatepoints if instructed to "pay attention to both sources, but moreto
one than the other." Curves I and II, then, are examplesof the processing
tradeoffs, AOCfunctions, which underlie the concept of attention. A subject
can operate at any point along the function by adoptinga particular allocation
of attention, but improvedprocessing of one source inevitably meanspoorer
processing of the other.
In contrast, note CurveIII in Figure la. Here there is no evidence of a
processingtradeoff: The subject can process $1 and $2 at the sametime (solid
point) as well as either source alone (open points). As will be shown,such
absence of a processing tradeoff, plus the often involuntary nature of such
processing, underlies the concept of "automatic" or "pre-attentional" processing.
A currently popular methodof studying attentional processes uses visual
search tasks in whichsubjects are asked to decide rapidly whether or not an
n-elementvisual array contains a particular "target" element. In somecases
response times increase with n, a so-called set-size effect, which is often
interpreted as implyinga serial (one-after-another) processing of the n elements-i.e, a successive "attending" to each element. In other cases response
times are independentof n, which is often taken to imply parallel (simultaneous) processing. The relationship of such argumentsto those based on AOC
functions is illustrated in Figure lb, which replots the same three sets of
hypothetical data (I, II, and III) shownin Figure la. In Figure lb the two
"sources," $1 and $2, correspond to the elements in a two-elementarray that
must be "searched" for the presence of a target, perhaps a left element and a
right one. Herethe data labeledI and II are said to indicate a "set-size effect":
Subjects take longer to evaluate both elementsfor the presenceof a target than
whentold to evaluate only one of the elements (e.g. "the left one only").
contrast the data labeled III in Figure lb indicate no set-size effect: A two
element array can be "searched" for a target as rapidly as a single-element
array. Thusprocessing tradeoffs and set-size effects are essentially similar.
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Figure1 Three illustrative performances(I, II, III) represented in the form of (a) an attention
operating characteristic and (b) reaction time as a function of set-size. OnlyperformancesI and
indicate an attentional or set-size effect. PerformanceIII is often characterized as indicating
"pre-attentive," "parallel," or "non-attentional" processing.

Their presence suggests an attentional process and their absence a "preattentional," "non-attentional," or "automatic" one. A major advantageof the
representation shownin Figure lb is that it can be used whenn is greater than
2. Howevernote that in Figure lb response times are averaged across sources
so the time to detect targets in specific sources (e.g. positions) is suppressed.
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Before going on to consider research on visual search, it seemsuseful to
showhowa cost-benefit analysis (Posner &Boles 1971; Juola et al 1991)
simply another way of representing the processing tradeoffs revealed by AOC
functions. Suchan analysis is illustrated in Figure 2, whichpresents hypothetical data from a divided attention task, first in the form of an AOC
function
(Figure 2a) and then as a cost-benefit analysis (Figure 2b). Thesedata
typical of those obtained in divided attention tasks wherea subject monitors
two sources of information(S 1 and $2) for the occurrenceof a target or signal
(e.g. a brightness incrementat one of two locations on a visual display), and
where reaction time is the primary dependent variable. The three performances(data points) defining the AOC
function in Figure 2a are the sort
that can be obtained by varying the relative frequency of signals from each
source. Specifically, supposesignals occurred at $1 with probability P~ or at
$2 with probability P2, with P~ = 1 - P:. The three data points in Figure 2a
are representative of those that might be obtained whenPl equalled .8, .5, or
.2. It is as if the subject processesS j morerapidly if signals are morelikely at
that source (P~ = .8), processes S~ and $2 about equally well if they are
equally likely to contain a signal (P~ = .5), and processes $2 faster if it
morelikely to contain a signal (Pl = .2). Naturally, error rates wouldhave
be evaluated to insure these changesin meanreaction time reflected morethan
a "speed-accuracytradeoff" (RT and error rates wouldhave to be positively
correlated).
Figure 2b showshowthe same data might be represented as a cost-benefit
analysis (how quickly the subject can respond following the occurrence of
signal). Herethe value P~ (.8, .5, or .2) is normallyindicated by a cue prior
each test trial. Thecue is said to be "valid" if a signal occurs at S 1 whenP1 =
.8, or at $2, whenP1 = .2, or "invalid" if the signal occurs at the less likely
source. The cue is considered to be "neutral" whenP1 = .5. Figure 2a shows
the averagereaction time to signals given valid (V), invalid (I), and neutral
(N) cues. Using the meanreaction time to signals with neutral cues as
reference point, one can define, the "gain" (reduced RT)whenthe cue is valid
and the "cost" (increased RT) whenthe cue is invalid. If cues indicating
whichsource is morelikely to yield a signal produceno cost or gain, there is
no evidence of any attentional process (just as with the data labeled III in
Figure la and lb).
It is argued here that the AOC/POC
form of analysis is preferable to
cost-benefit analysis on the following grounds. There is no reason to assume
the neutral cue (P~ = .5) actually producesan equal "allocation of attention,"
whereas the AOCrepresentation allows one to assess this. The three data
values in Figure 2b are the result of averagingresponsesto targets in S~ and
$2 for valid, neutral, and invalid cues, whereas all six measures of the
dependentvariable are represented by the coordinates of the three data points
in Figure 2a. Andfinally, the subject in a cost-benefit analysis is never given
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Figure2 (a) AnAOC
function basedon performancewhentargets occurredin $1 with
probability.8, .5, or .2 as indicatedonthe graph.(b) Thesamedata shown
as a "cost-benefit
analysis"
when
cueswerevalid(V),invalid(I), or neutral(N).Seethetextfor furtherdiscussion.
the opportunity to "attend" exclusively to either source as they did for the
AOC
functions in Figure 1 (open points), in the cost-benefit analysis it
often assumedthat subjects always "attend" to the source that has the .8
probability of containing the signal. Yet muchresearch on statistical "guessing games" (see Neimark& Estes 1967) suggest that subjects wouldactually
"match": attend primarily to the morelikely source 80%of the time and to the
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less likely 20%.This of course raises the question of whether subjects can
actually "share attention" or must "switch"in an all-or-none fashion. In either
case, directly comparingperformancesin focal and divided attention tasks
seems necessary in order to assess the true "cost" of dividing attention.
Finally "costs" and "benefits" are often compareddirectly as if they were
linearly related to someunderlyingcognitive variable. Yet it seemsclear that
under extreme speed pressure it maybe muchharder for a subject to reduce
reaction time than to increase it; e.g. 100 msec of "gain" should not be
equated with 100 msec of "loss."
VISUAL

SEARCH

Figure 3 showssomesearch data reported by Steinman(1987). Subjects had
to search n-element arrays for a target element. Each "element" was formed
by three parallel lines and could vary along the two dimensionsillustrated in
Figure 3a: separation, equally separated or not, and orientation, lines vertical
or slightly tilted. Search times for various targets are shownin Figure 3b. If
the target was defined by a value on one dimension(e.g. "tilted"), the median
time to detect a target appearedto be independentof the set-size. However,if
the target was defined by a conjunction of values on both dimensions (e.g.
"tilted and equally separated"), and someof the nontargets included each of
these values alone, there was a strong set-size effect.
The general pattern of results illustrated in Figure 3 has been reported by
manyinvestigators using a wide variety of stimuli--i.e, a set-size effect for
targets defined by the conjunction of values on two dimensions, and none for
targets defined by a value on one dimension.A highly influential explanation
of these results has been advancedby Treismanand her associates (Treisman
1977, 1982, 1988, and Treisman & Sato 1990). Her feature-integration
theory depicts the conjoiningof features as a process that "requires attention."
Thus searching an n-element array for a conjunction target requires a successive shifting of attention from one element to the next. This accounts
(amongother things) for the linear set-size effects often found with such
targets: Equal increments in set size produce equal increments in response
time. Furthermore,the slope of the search function for "detect" responses is
often half that for nondetectresponses, as if the search process wasserial and
self-terminating (so that, on average, only half the array elements need be
searched to detect a target). In contrast, searching for a target defined by
value on only one dimension seems to involve a parallel ("pre-attentive")
process, since there is no set-size effect (the search function is fiat).
The idea that one perceives complexobjects by "conjoining" separately
processed sensory dimensionsstems partially from the discovery of specialized neural "channels" (modulesor subsystems)that appear to process specif-
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Figure 3 (a) The four types of stimuli defined by combinations of values on two dimensions.
Each array contained n such stimuli. (b) Search times for targets defined by a value oll one
stimulus dimension(orientation or separation), or by a conjunctionof values on both (e.g. tilted
and equally separated). Data from Steinman (1987)

ic aspects of a visual stimulus, such as color, form, and motion(see Graham
1985; Livingston & Hubel 1987). Search for a target value on a single
dimension might involve the output of only one such channel, while search
for a conjunction target wouldinvolve the conjoining of outputs from two
independent channels. This notion is also consistent with a finding by Grabrowecky & Treisman (see Treisman 1988:212-14) that the probability
detecting a conjunction can be predicted from the product of detecting the
individual values.
Another aspect of Treisman’s theory is her explanation of conjunction
errors, the illusionary perception of improperly conjoined stimulus values~
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e.g. "seeing" a red candle in a green holder as a green candle in a red holder.
Sucherrors of visual perception have been demonstratedwith a wide variety
of stimuli and are mostlikely to arise with objects outside the region you are
told to attend to, or whenyou are asked to"spread your attention over the
entire visual field." It is as if accurate conjunctionsrequire focal attention
(Julesz 1986; Treisman & Gormican1988; and Treisman &Paterson 1984).
Treisman’sis not the onlyinterpretation of set-size effects in visual search.
It is true that a linear set-size effect can be interpreted as a serial processin
which the evaluation of each additional element takes the same amountof
time; but this does not rule out a parallel-processing interpretation---e.g, one
in whicheach additional item is processedat the sametime but at a lowerrate,
as if a limited resource were being divided amongmore elements. Classic
papers on the difficult problemof distinguishing parallel and serial processes
are those by Townsend(1971, 1976, 1990).
Anotherproblem with interpreting set-size effects as implying a serial
shifting of attention can be illustrated as follows: Supposea subject viewedn
briefly exposedletters, presented in slowsuccessionat the rate of one letter
per second, and then repotled whetherat least one of the letters had been a
target letter F. Notethat subjects can allocate all of their attention to viewing
each letter, since the letters occur sequentially rather the simultaneously.Yet
it has been shownthat so long as each letter is presented briefly enough,the
accuracyof the subjects’ decisions diminishesas n increases--that is, there is
a set-size effect on accuracy (Eriksen &Spencer 1969). A similar effect
obtained if a subject listens to n successively presented bursts of white noise
and then reports whether at least one of them was accompaniedby a weak
tone signal (Kinchla 1969).
Anexplanation of these effects in terms of the "noise" or "confusability"
contributed by each array element can be made in terms of the following
integration model(this is a slightly simplified version of a modelpresentedin
Kinchla 1969, 1974):
1. Let each element S in an n-element array evokea "subjective impression"
Xi(i = l, 2 .... n).
2. Let each Xi be a Gaussian random variable with variance o-z, and an
expected value of one if Si is a target, or of zero if S~is a nontarget.
3. Let the subject report a target if an "integrated impression"equal to E Xi
exceeds someresponse criterion C.
It can easily be shownthese assumptions imply that a subject’s ability to
discriminate betweenarrays containing one target and those containing none
can be characterized by the following "d-prime" measure(see Green & Swets
1966):
d’ = l/(n ~2
aa)
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Note that discriminability, d’, diminishesas the square-root of n increases, a
set-size effect. This is due to the "noise" (o-~) or "confusability" contributed
by each display element, whichtends to obscure the single target’s contriibution to the integrated impression, E Xi.
The point to be made here is that a simultaneous presentation of the
n-elements in an array could produce the sameset-size effect, even if there
were no need to attend serially to each of the n-elements. This is whyKinchla
(1969) and Shaw(1982) argued that an "attentional" explanation is requiired
only if the set-size effect on accuracywith simultaneouspresentation exceeds
that obtained with sequential presentation. In fact Eriksen &Spencer (1969)
found no difference in a subject’s accuracy with (virtually) simultaneous
slow sequential presentation. Thusthose data do not suggest any "attentional"
problem in processing simultaneously presented arrays, only the same confusability problemencountered with sequentially presented arrays. Further
evidence for this view is presented by Shiffrin &Gardner 1972.
It should be noted that the preceding model also predicts a redundant
targets effect whenmorethan one target appears in an array. Specifically, if
an n-elementarray contains t targets (t = 1, 2 .... n), a subject’s ability
discriminate it from arrays containing no targets is given by:
d’ = t/(n 1/2
0"2)

Again, the improvementin discriminability with redundant targets is explained solely in terms the increased expected value of the integrated impression (~ Xi), not to an increased likelihood of "attending" to a target.
Theseissues have also been dealt with in terms of reaction time in studies
by Shaw (1978, 1982, 1984), van der Heijden et al (1984), and Ulrich
Giray (1986). Twogeneral types of model have been studied race models
and integration models. The simple modelwe have just considered is a type of
integration model, where information about each element is combined or
integrated prior to any decision. In contrast, race models represent each
element as being independently processed, with a positive search response
madeas soon as any element is identified as a target. To a large extent the
effects of set size and redundanttargets can be accountedfor in terms of either
type of model (see Bundesen 1990; Miller 1986; Shaw1982). However,
somestudies certain properties of the latency distribution have been inconsistent with the fully independent race model(see Miller 1982).
Such findings lead Mordkoff&Yantis (1992) to propose an "Interactive
Race Model"that is somewherebetween a fully independent race modeland a
conventional integration model. While elements are fully processed in separate channels, with an affirmative response made as soon as any channel
detects a target, the channels are not completelyindependent. For example,if
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one channelidentifies an elementas a nontarget it can influence the processing in another channel. This is particularly important if the elements in an
array arc correlated, as they are in most visual search tasks. This can be
illustrated by a search task involving two-elementarrays. Supposehalf the
arrays containedone target, and the other half no targets, so that prior to a
trial, each elementin a randomlyselected array had a one fourth probability of
being a target. Note that as soon as one of the four elements wasprocessed to
a point where it was clearly a nontarget, the remaining element wouldthen
have a one third probability of being a target. Thusidentifying one elementas
a nontarget contains information about the other element. It is primarily this
correlational information that Mordkoff&Yantis propose the channels share,
rather than a complete integration of impressions. They also assume that
identification can activate commonmemoryrepresentations to produce interactions. This sort of modelprovidesyet another wayof interpreting set-size
and redundant-target effects.
In addition to the preceding general considerations several other types of
evidence raise questions about Treisman’soriginal feature-integration theory
in which set-size effects are interpreted as the product of serial shifts in
attention.
There is evidence that certain multidimensional targets mayhave "emergent" or "higher-level" properties that also produce flat search functions
("allow one to search for them in parallel"). For example, Enns (1990)
employeddrawings of manythree-dimensional cubes oriented in one direction and asked subjects to search for a target cube oriented in a different
direction (see Figure 4). The subjects yielded flat search functions and
reported the target seemedto "pop out" of the display, easily discriminable
from the differently oriented cubes. Similar results have been obtained with
other relatively complextargets defined by the direction of lighting (Enns
Rensick 1990) or gradients of shading (Ramachandran1988). Treisman
Paterson (1984) also obtained flat search functions whenthey had subjects
search for a triangle amongclusters of componentlines and angles that were
not joined. They concludedthat the emergent Gestalt property of "closure"
allowed the triangle to be searched for in parallel. HoweverTreisman &
Gormican(1988) were unable to produce flat search functions when they
formedpotentially emergentforms such as intersections and junctions formed
by twostraight lines.
Severalinvestigators havefoundvirtually flat search functions for a variety
of conjunction targets so long as the values on each stimulus dimensionwere
highly discriminable (McLeodet al 1988; Nakayama& Silverman 1986ab;
Steinman 1987; Wolfe et al 1989). Phenomenaof this sort led some investigators to contrast feature and conjunction searches in terms of the
discriminability of targets and distractors. It was pointed out that targets are
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Figure4 Enns(1990)obtainedflat searchfunctionsfor complex
formswhentargets were
definedbytheir apparentthree-dimensional
orientation.Theyseemed
to "popout".
generally less discriminable whenembeddedin heterogeneous sets of distractors than they are in homogeneoussets (Duncan & Humphreys1989;
Humphreys& Riddoch 1989; Quinlan & Humphreys1987). For example, the
three rows of symbols in Figure 5 represent three arrays, each containing a
target letter A flanked by two distractors. The top two arrays (rows) have
homogeneous
distractors (only one type), while the bottom array has heterogeneousdistractors (morethan one type). Note that the target in the top two
arrays is distinguished from the distractors by a single "feature": the right
diagonal componentof the A in the top array, and the horizontal componentin
the middlearray. However,neither "feature" alone is sufficient in the bottom
array; only whenboth "features" are present (a "conjunction")can a viewer
sure the symbolis the target letter A. Thus increased heterogeneity among
distractors mayrequire moreextensive processingto distinguish targets, since
it mayinvolve a search for conjunctions of features. Differences arn~ong
distractors have also been termed"internal noise," while differences between
distractors and the target have been termed "target salience." Thus serial
search is necessary wheninternal noise is high and salience low (Wolfe and
Cave 1990).
Thesefindings have suggested alternatives to Treisman’soriginal featureintegration theory. For example, Wolfe et al (1989), Cave &Wolfe (1990),
and Wolfe et al (1990) proposed guided-search models similar to one iproposed earlier by Hoffman(1978, 1979). These models depict a subject
guiding a conjunction search by (at least partially) limiting search to those
elements that had one of the conjoined features. For example,a serial search
for a red triangle amongred circles, green circles, and green triangles, might
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to threearrayscontaining
the targetletter Aflankedby
distractors.In the topandmiddlearray(row)the distractorsare homogeneous,
in thebottom
row
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only evaluate red elementsor triangular elements, thereby not wasting time on
green circles. High discriminability of the values on each dimension should
enhancethe subject’s ability to process selectively only values common
to the
target (see Duncan & Humphreys 1989; Humphreys & Riddoch 1989).
Treisman& Sato (1990) have proposed a similar elaboration of Treisman’s
original feature-integration theory except that they emphasizea selective
search basedon an "inhibition" of irrelevant features rather than the "facilitation" of relevant ones suggested by Wolfeet al (1989, 1990). Nevertheless,
the ideas are essentially the same:Searchis limited to elementshavingat least
one of the conjoined values.
Anothercomplexity in evaluating feature-integration theory is that most
visual-search studies employedlarge sets of elements (n greater than 10).
However,Houch& Hoffman(1986) and Pashler (1987) studied visual search
using arrays containing fewer than 8 elements. They found parallel set-size
functions for positive and negative responsesrather than the 2:1 ratio expected
in a serial exhaustivesearch. Pashlerfelt his results suggestedat least a partial
parallel search of four or five elements at a time followed by a serial
identification stage. Modelsof this sort have been developed by Pashler
(1987) and Duncan & Humphreys (1989) and have proven successful
accounting for several aspects of search data.
Finally, extensive practice alters set-size effects. Thedata shownearlier in
Figure 3 were obtained by Steinman(1987) after his subjects had practiced for
only about 200 trials. The samesubjects were then given extensive additional
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practice for about 10,000 trials. Graduallythe set-size effect for conjunction
targets disappeared and the search function becameflat. It was as if with
sufficient practice the search for a conjunctiontarget becamea parallel search
process--i.e,
as if the conjunction were eventually processed "preattentively," "without attention," or "automatically."
The circumstances under which extensive practice leads to perceptual
automaticity have been systematically investigated by a numberof psych,ologists (e.g. LaBerge1975; Shiffrin &Schneider 1977; Schneider et al 1984;
and Logan1988). For example, Shiffrin & Schneider found that visual search
for a target letter amongdistractors changescharacter with extensive practice,
so long as the letter is always a target ("constant mapping"), rather than
sometimesa target and sometimesa distractor ("varied mapping"). Not only
does such extensive practice lead to a performancewithout any evidence of
processing tradeoffs, but also the processing seems to occur almost involuntarily--that is, you perceive it whetheryou wish to or not. For example,
as a highly practiced reader of English you are unable to look at the word
"DOG"without rapidly activating or retrieving both phonetic and semantic
knowledgeconsistently associated with the word (which wouldnot be true if
you had only learned to read Arabic).
DIRECTING

COVERT

VISUAL

ATTENTION

Whileone has considerable flexibility in allocating or directing covert attention, there are limits. First of all there are limits to howprecisely one can
focus attention on specific sourcesto the total exclusion of others. Secon,d, it
takes time to shift from one allocation to another (switch attention). This
section of the paper considers several representative lines of research bearing
on these issues.
Focusing Visual

Attention

Early in the study of attention it becameclear that one could not alwaysfocus
attention on one source to the exclusion of others. For example,while tr.¢ing
to listen exclusively to one of twovoices in dichotic listening tasks, subjects
often reported hearing highly familiar words such as their ownnamesspoken
by the "ignored" voice (Moray 1959). It was as if the processing of such
highly familiar and normally relevant words was so automatic that they were
processed involuntary, without attention.
Suchfailures of focal attention led someinvestigators to argue that selective (attentional) mechanismsoperate muchlater in the perceptual process
than simple "sensory filters" (e.g. Deutsch&Deutsch1963; Treisman19.69).
Theidea is that selection operates on representations (e.g. semantic)activated
relatively late in the perceptual process. The primary evidence for this late
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selection view are Stroop-like interference effects whereone seemsunable to
ignore certain stimuli. For example, failures of focal attention have been
demonstratedin visual letter-detection tasks where subjects sometimesseem
unable to ignore letters adjacent to a target letter (Eriksen &Eriksen 1974;
Eriksen & Schultz 1979). These adjacent "flanking" letters can reduce the
time to respondto the target if they are associated with the sameresponse, or
lengthen response times if they are associated with a different response.
Murphy& Eriksen (1987) found such interference occurred only if the
flanking letters werewithin about a 1° visual angle of the target letter, so long
as the subject knewexactly where the target wouldoccur. If, on the other
hand, the subject was uncertain about target location, interference from
flankers up to 2-3° from the target could occur. This led Eriksen to liken
attention to the field of a "zoom-lens":To monitora widearea the lens widens
its field, leading to flanker effects; but whena target can occur in only one
place, the lens zoomsin on that location, largely eliminating flanker effects.
Recently Yantis &Johnston (1990) developedprocedures that seem optimally
to cue subjects concerning target position and virtually eliminate flanker
effects. LaBergeet al (1991) developed another procedure for eliminating
flanker effects. Theypresented a digit at the target location just before the
target and flankers were presented. Subjects wereto respondto the target only
if the preceding digit was a seven. As recognition of the digit was mademore
difficult (by shortening its duration from 250 to 50 ms) flanker effects
gradually disappeared(as if the increased difficulty of processing the digit
prevented processing of the flankers). The preceding results are consistent
with the recent proposals of Lavie &Tsal (unpublished), whoargue that early
selection (effective focal attention) occurs only if the processing load
sufficiently high to preclude the incidental processingof irrelevant stimuli.
Furthermore, the relevant stimuli must be clearly discriminable from irrelevant stimuli. They present a series of experiments in which perceptual load
and discriminability influenced the success of focal attention as their theory
wouldpredict.
Thusunder certain conditions it seemsattention can be allocated to a small
region, with little processing of somestimulus events outside that region. It
also seemsclear that one can allocate attention over a wider area, perhapsthe
wholevisual field (Eriksen1990).If visual attention is like a spotlight (Posner
1980), that spotlight has a variable diameter (see Eriksen &St. James1986,
1989; Eriksen & Yeh 1985; LaBerge & Brown1986, 1989). Other aspects of
the spotlight metaphormust also be clarified. For example,it has been argued
that sensitivity to stimuli seems to fall off slowly at the edge of the area
attended toga gradient of attention (Eriksen & St. James 1986; Downing
Pinker 1985). Also, while the previously cited studies indicate one can
eliminate flanker effects under certain circumstances,other sorts of peripheral
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stimuli, such as motion or a brief flash, seem to command
attention ~tutomatically (Miller 1989; Krrse & Julesz 1990; Miiller &Rabbit 1989; Tipper
et al 1990).
Switching

Attention

The most widely used methodfor inducing a shift in visual attention is to
pre-cue a subject concerningthe likely location of a subsequenttarget. If the
time betweencue and target is sufficiently short, subjects don’t have time to
movetheir eyes, and any enhancementof processing at the target location can
be attributed to a covert shift in attention induced by the cue (assumingthat
any general alerting or warningeffect of the cue is assessed by occasionally
presenting a positionally neutral version of the cue as a control condition; see
Remington& Pierce 1984). After over 20 years of research on the effect of
pre-cuing, Eriksen (1990) concludedthat an enhancementof processing at the
cuedlocation (a reductionin responsetime, or an increase in accuracy)be, gins
within 50 msec of a cue and continues to grow until it reaches asymptote
about 200 msec after the cue--i.e, there doesn’t appear to be an abrupt,
all-or-none switching but instead a gradual buildup of "attention" at the cued
location, whichreaches a peak after about 200 msec. In terms of the spotlight
metaphor, it is as if the spotlight went off at one point and then gradually
cameon again at the target location. This can be contrasted with a continuously illuminated spotlight that illuminates intervening points while moving in analog fashion from one point in the visual field to another. Data that
seemed to support the analog view had been presented much earlier by
Shulmanet al (1979) and Tsal (1983). However,rather telling critiques of
earlier interpretations of those data have recently been presented by Yantis
(1988) and Eriksen (1990). Furthermore, a study by Eriksen & Webb(1989)
failed to showa relation betweentime to shift attention and distance between
elements to be attended.
The idea that it takes time to switch or shift one’s allocation of attention
goes back at least to the beginning of experimental psychology and the so
called "complication clock experiment" in which subjects tried to report
where a moving clock hand was positioned when a bell sounded. Subjects
tended to report the hand as further along than it really was. This phenomenon
was attributed to the time it took to "switch attention" from"listening for the
bell" to "seeing the clock." Sperling & Reeves (1980) employed a more
sophisticated but conceptionally similar approach to measuring attention
switching. Their subjects fixated on a stream of successively superimposed
digits while attending to an adjacent stream of letters. Whena subject detected
a target letter C in the letter stream she was to switch her attention immediately to the fixated digit stream and report the first digit she :saw.
Subjectstypically reported a digit that occurred300-400msecafter the tmrget,
independently of the rate at which the digits were presented. Note that this
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"attention reaction time" ostensibly includes the time to recognize the target
letter, as well as the time to switch attention, and the twoare hard to separate.
More recently, Weichselgartner & Sperling (1987) employeda variant
this task. Subjects fixated on a digit stream until they saw a square appear
arounda digit. Theywere then to report the digit within the square, as well as
the subsequentthree digits. Basedon both subjects’ subjective statements and
the bimodalnature of the digits reported, the authors identified twoprocesses:
an automatic process consisting of a rapid, effortless, "first glimpse"of the
digit within the square; and a controlled process producinga slower, effortful,
"second glimpse" of digits occurring more than 200 or 300 msec after the
square.
The idea that both automatic and controlled processes mediate shifts in
attention is suggested by other research as well. As noted earlier, visually
pre-cuing a subject to direct attention to particular parts of a visual array
producessubstantial shifts of attention within as little as 50 msecof cue onset
(see Eriksen 1990). However,somecues seem to induce shifts of attention
morerapidly than others, the mosteffective being cues at or near locations to
which attention is to be directed. Cuessuch as a centrally located number
indicating that attention should be shifted to a specific peripheral region
induce muchslower shifts (see Yantis & Jonides 1990).
This and other evidence has led a numberof investigators to postulate two
types of attention shifts. For example, Mackeben& Nakayama(1987; see
also Nakayama& Mackeben1989) argued that there are both sustained and
transient componentsof visual attention. The sustained componentis maintained througheffortful control and is shifted moreslowly than the transient
component, which is automatically evoked by the cue. Miiller &Rabbitt
(1989) told subjects to allocate visual attention on the basis of a centrally
located arrow and to ignore briefly brightened squares that occasionally came
on prior to the test stimulus. In spite of these instructions subjects revealedan
increased sensitivity to targets presented within a brightened square. The
experimenters concludedthat attention allocation based on the fixated arrow
was a controlled process while that evoked by the peripheral squares was
essentially an automatic capture of attention. Kr6se&Julesz (1990) similarly
concluded that visual cues presented in the same position as a subsequent
target producea fast, automatic, "bottom-up"control of attention that can be
distinguished from a slower, voluntary, "top-down" modeof control.
DISTINGUISHING
DECISION-MAKING

ALLOCATION

AND

Faster responding to targets at pre-cued locations doesn’t necessarily imply
enhancedinformation processing. Faster responding mayreflect moreliberal
decision-making. Shaw(1984).in fact concluded that pre-cuing effects
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luminance detection reflected only changes in decision criteria (see also
Sperling &Dosher 1986). However,Shawdid find evidence of an "attentional" (quality of processing)effect in letter identification. Oneproblemwith this
distinction should be noted. If luminanceincrements are morelikely to occur
at pre-cued locations, the cue carries information concerningthe appropJhate
response ("increment"/"no increment"). In contrast, the cue in a letter
identification task need not carry the samesort of information. For example,
supposea subject were asked to decide whethera briefly presented letter was
an F or a K. A pre-cue could indicate the mostlikely location for the letter to
occur without indicating anything about whichletter is morelikely. Thusthe
difference betweenluminancedetection and letter identification maybe confounded with the difference in correlation between location and response.
Furthermore, even if a cue doesn’t indicate whichresponse is morelikely, it
can indicate which areas of an array should be given more weight whent the
decision process involves a weighted integration of impressions (Kinchla
1980).
In the last fewyears several studies have been designedto separately assess
the effects of pre-cues on "decision-making" and "quality of processing"
(Downing 1988; MOiler & Findlay 1987; and Moiler & Humphreys1991).
Each used an approach based on Signal Detection Theory (Green & Swets
1966) wherebyshifts in decision-makingare indicated by estimates of/3, the
decision criterion, and shifts in the quality of processingby d’, the sensiti~vity
measure.
Downing(1988) had subjects maintain central fixation while monitoring
circular array of 12 small squares in which targets could occur. Each trial
began with either an arrow cue indicating a specific square or a circle cue
indicating all 12 squares. A stimulus pattern was then presented consistin~g of
targets shownat from 0-4 of the square locations. Four locations were then
successively indicated by a probe stimulus. During each probe the subject
used a four-valued rating scale to indicate howconfident he was that a target
had just occurred in the probedlocation. If a location was pre-cued with an
arrow, a target occurredin it with probability .8, and the position wasalways
probed. Otherwise all the probed locations were selected quasi-randomlyon
each trial, and a target occurred in each with probability .5. The nature of
these targets dependedon the task. In a luminance-detection task the target
was a luminance increment and nontargets no change in luminance. In three
discriminationtasks targets wereeither a luminanceincrement,a vertical ’line,
or two perpendicular lines, while the nontargets were, respectively, a luminance decrement, a horizontal line, or two parallel lines. Downingfound
enhancedprocessing (larger d’ estimates) at the arrow-cuedlocation in all
four tasks, with progressively poorer processing at other probedlocations as
their distance from the cued location increased. Subjects were also more
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liberal in reporting targets (lowerd’ ) at the cuedlocation. Whileit is not clear
how powerful her tests were, Downingfound no evidence of an order of
report effect, nor any dependenceanaongthe four responses on each trial.
While Downing’sstudy is impressive, it does involve a rather complex
paradigmin whichsubjects must retain information about the sensory events
evoked at manylocations until the end of the probe sequence. One could
argue that subjects might immediately code the sensory event at an arrowcued location into one of the rating responses, since that location wasalways
probed, then code the information in the other locations less carefully into a
less precise code. A similar proposal was made by Duncan & Humphreys
(1989), except they suggest that it is simply the order of encoding from
rapidly decayingiconic store that determines the information lost from each
location. In any case, if sensory information were differentially lost during
these initial encodings,rather than during the probe sequence, Downing’s
test
for order of report wouldnot reveal it. Suchan encodingenhancementof d’ at
the pre-cued location wouldnot reflect a difference in the initial quality of
information, but simply a differential encoding of sensory information because of the need to retain it during the long probe sequence. (Downing
acknowledgesthis possibility but asserts it wouldsimplybe another aspect of
attention.) Finally, since there were so many(12) locations to monitor,
subjects might mistakenlyattribute a strong sensory impressionof a target to
the wronglocation, thereby inflating estimates of false-alarm rates.
In an attempt to avoid someof these issues Hawkinset al (1990) conducted
a similar study using a simplified detection paradigm. Their subjects monitored four locations for the occurrence of a target (a luminanceincrement).
Eachtrial beganwith a pre-cue indicating one of the four locations, or all
four. (This pre-cue occurred either near fixation or near the cued locations.)
Followingthe pre-cue a target occurredat one of the four locations or at none
of them. This was followed by a half-second maskand finally a single probe
indicating that the subject should rate his confidence that a target had been
presented in the probed location. If a single location was pre-cued it was
probedwith probability .76, otherwise one of the other locations was equally
likely (.8) to be probed. If all four locations had been pre-cued, each was
equally likely (.25) to be the one probed. In all cases, a target was presented
in the probed location with probability .5. As in the Downingstudy, the
results were seen as indicating an enhancedquality of processing (d’) at the
cued location (for both central and peripheral cuing).
While this study involved a simpler paradigm than Downing’s, it too
required subjects to retain sensory information from four locations until a
probe is presented (after the half-second mask). Thus here again subjects
might morecarefully or quickly encodethe sensory information evokedat the
single pre-cuedlocation, since it wasmost likely to be probed. There are also
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significant correlations amongpre-cued, probed, and target locations. For
example, when only one location was pre-cued it had a .76 x .05, or .34
probability of containing a target on that trial, and each of the other three
locations a probability of (1 - .76) x .33 x .5, or .04. Howeveras soon
a location was probed it had a .5 probability of having contained a target.
These complexcorrelations amongevents at the four locations are a form of
redundancythat the subject might use in determining a response.
Recently Juola et al (1991) conducteda series of experimentsdesigned
evaluate variants of the "attentional spotlight" idea. Their subjects viewed
briefly presented (150 msec)arrays of 12 letters arrangedsuch that four letters
fell within each of three concentric rings--an inner ring, a middlering, and an
outer ring (noneof the letters was at a morethan 3-degreevisual angle fr,am
central fixation point). Oneach test trial 11 of the 12 letters weredistractor Xs
while the other target letter was either an L or an R. The subjects’ task was to
identify this target letter. Of principle interest wasthe effect of pre-cuingthe
subject concerning which ring was most likely to contain the target with the
cue valid on 80%of the trials. Theresults indicated subjects were both faster
and moreaccurate in identifying targets in the cued ring.
Juola and his colleagues used these data to evaluate three models: one
considering attention as analogousto a variable-diameter spotlight (the "zoom
lens" model); one in which attention was likened to a narrowly focused
spotlight that serially scannedthe letters; and one in whichattention couild be
allocated to any one of the three rings. Theyconcludedthat this later model
providedthe best accountof the data; e.g. attention could be allocated ~in an
O-shapedpattern to include only the outer, or the middle, ring.
The problemwith this conclusion is that Joula et al only consider modelsin
which the "quality" of information processing differed in the cued and
non-cued regions. They failed to consider models in which the cue effects
were mediated solely by decision processes. For example, supposethe quality
of processing was the same in cued and noncued regions but the subject
simply give more weight or credence to the information extracted from the
cued region. Ona particular trial, he might be fairly sure he saw an L in the
outer ring, and also feel he saw a K in the middlering. Hemight resolve these
conflicting impressions by giving more weight to his impression of the outer
ring if it had been cuedon that trial. Since the cues werevalid on 80%G,f the
trials, this weightedintegration of informationcould accountfor the faster and
more accurate responses to targets in cued regions and there wouldn’t be a
simple speed-accuracytrade-off. Note that this interpretation could be tested
experimentally by presenting cues after the letter array but before the response. A similar pattern of results would support the view that the cues
influenced decision-makingrather than the initial processing of visual information. Unfortunatelythis was not done in the Juola et al study, so their
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data are inconclusive. A more extensive and formal development of the
weighted-integrationidea applied to the detection of target letters in multiletter displays is presented in Kinchla (1977).
EXPECTANCY
PROCESSES

AND PRIMING

AS ATTENTIONAL

Muchof the work we have considered to this point has involved cuing a
subject about wherea stimulus is mostlikely to occur. Enhancedprocessing at
that location and poorer processingat other locations have beeninterpreted as
being due to a spatial allocation of attention. Similar processingtradeoffs can
be produced by cuing a subject about the type of stimulus most likely to
occur, rather than about where it will occur, This procedure often leads to
enhancedprocessing of the anticipated stimulus and poorer processing of less
likely stimuli. Sucha processingtradeoff is often interpreted in terms of the
subject’s "preparation" or "set." This view goes back at least to William
James, who wrote:
Theeffortto attend..,consistsin nothing
morenorless thanthe effortto formas clearan
IDEA
as is possibleof whatis thereportrayed.Theidea is to cometo the helpof the
sensationandmakeit moredistinct (James1904:239).
Pre-cuing the "idea" of the stimulus facilitated its subsequentrecognition, a
process James referred to as "preperception."
Morespecific theories of howone prepares to process specific stimuli have
been developed to account for data from choice-reaction time studies. For
example, Falmange & Theios (1969) developed a model in which subjects
processeda test stimulus by sequentially comparingit to a "stack" of stimuli
held in memory.Cuinga subject to anticipate a particular stimulus causedit to
be placed near the top of the stack. This sort of preparation producedfaster
responsesto likely stimuli and slower ones to unlikely stimuli. There are also
manyother waysof explaining the effects of a priori stimulus probabilities in
choice-reaction time tasks, including shifts in decision criteria and muscle
preparation for a particular response (see Luce 1986 for a review of such
theories). However,there do seemto be tasks in which the subject actually
prepares to process a particular type of stimulus. For example, Figure 6
presents four stimulus patterns composedof Xs and Os, whichare susceptible
to alternative figure-ground organization. The top two pattems define the
large letters L and H if the Os are seen as "figure" against a "ground"of Xs,
while seeing the same large letters requires the opposite organization in the
lower two patterns. Leadinga subject to anticipate one type of organization
speeds recognition of large letters defined in that fashion and slows recognition whenthe less likely organizationis required. Thefact that this tradeoff in
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Figure6 Fourstimuluspatterns employed
by Kinchla(1974)susceptible to alternate f~Lguregroundorganization: Xsas figure andOsas ground(top two patterns), or vice versa (bottom
two).If subjectsare preparedto makethe correctorganization
they identifythe large letter about
onehalf secondfaster than if they are preparedto makethe wrongorganisation.
reaction time is linear is consistent with a mixture of fast responses when the
subject’s initial organization is correct and slow responses when it isn’t
(Kinchla 1974).
Certain ideas about "filters" that enhance processing of relevant stimulit and
inhibit processing of irrelevant ones can be interpreted as preparatiort for
specific types of stimuli (rather than a spatial allocation of attention). It is also
possible to view such effects as an allocation of attention to specific chat~nels
or sensory modalities. For example, Shulman & Wilson (1987) had subjects
view large letters made up of smaller ones. Their detection of high-frequency
gratings was enhanced while the subjects tried to identify the smaller letters,
and their detection of low-frequency gratings was enhanced while they tried to
identify the larger one. It was as if they could alternatively "filter" or enhance
high or low spatial frequency channels, muchas one might attend to high- or
low-frequency components of a sound (see Green & Swets 1966).
Viewing the matter in the broadest way one could argue that the recent
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priming or activation of any sort of knowledgemakesit more accessible and
therefore more influential in processing new stimuli. This knowledgebecomesJames’s "preperceptive idea," which enhances the processing of related stimuli. In recent years a numberof studies have shownhowa prior
stimulus ("prime") can enhance the processing of subsequent stimuli for
example, speeding such processes as lexical decision-making or completing
fragments of words and pictures (see Richardson-Klavehn& Bjork 1988 for
review of such work). Thus either explicitly cuing a subject to expect
particular type of stimulus or implicitly priming related knowledgemaylead
to enhanced processing of the expected or primed class of stimuli; the
processing of unexpectedor unprimedclasses is slower. In fact there is even
evidence of a sort of negative priming. Tipper & Driver (1988) presented
subjects with a series of overlappingred and green forms, with instructions to
identify forms of one color while ignoring those of the other color. They
foundthat if a specific formwas the to-be-ignored color on one trial and the
to-be-identified color on the next trial, the identification responsewasslowed.
It was as if the form’s appearancein the to-be-ignored color had produceda
sort of negative priming,an inhibition of the form’s identification on the next
trial. It wouldthus seemthat preparation based on expectancyor priming is
another form of attending; it involves processing tradeoffs that enhancethe
processing of somestimuli while reducing that of others.
NEUROLOGICAL

STUDIES

OF ATTENTION

Whilean extensive review of neurological studies of attention is beyondthe
scope of this paper it seems useful to mentionsome of the more promising
lines of research.
Basically there are four major pathwaysfor visual information. Twoof
these, the geniculostriate and tectopulvinar pathways, carry visual information fromthe eye to visual areas in the occipital lobe of the cortex. Fromthese
areas information is carried to other visual areas in the parietal lobe via a
dorsal or occipitoparietal pathway,and to the temporal lobe via a ventral or
occipitotemporal pathway. Visual areas in the temporal lobe seem to be
primarily engagedin processing spatial location and movement,and those in
the temporal lobe with pattern recognition and color. (These functional
differences can to somedegree be traced all the wayback to the retina in terms
of the types of retinal ganglioncells, magnocells,and parvocells, feeding into
the higher systems.) The dorsal and ventral cortical "pathways"are actually composedof manydifferent visual areas with manyreciprocal interconnections. The organization of these areas seemsto be hierarchical, as evidenced by the progressive latency of evoked neuronal responses and the
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progressively larger receptive fields (for reviews of these neural system:s see
DeYoe& Van Essen 1988; Desimone & Ungerleider 1989; and Maunsell &
Newsome1987).
Following the seminal work of Wurtz & Albano (1980) manystudies have
focused on what might be termed the cognitive aspects of stimulus-evoked
activity in the visual system; they have shownthat such neural activity
depends on more than the physical properties of the evoking stimulus. For
example,light-evoked (event-related) potentials in visual cortex are larger
the subject is pre-cued to expect a stimulus at the location whereit occurred,
rather than someother location (Hillyard &Hansen1986).
Cognitive aspects of receptive fields have also been identified. Moran&
Desimone(1985) trained monkeysto respond to one or the other of two visual
stimuli within the receptive field of a cell in visual area V4. The currently
relevant stimulus was indicated by a cue. If this currently relevant stimulus
had not previously been effective in evoking a response while the other
stimulus had, the response occurred as before. However, if the relevant
stimulus had not previously evokeda response while the other stimulus had,
the cell’s response was highly attenuated (even though the previously effective but nonrelevant stimulus was present in the cell’s original receptive
field). It was as if the cell’s receptive field had contracted to include only the
relevant stimulus. This relevance effect occurred only whenboth stimuli fell
within the cell’s original receptive field. If one of the stimuli fell outside the
field, relevance had no effect on the cell’s response. Whilethese effects were
not found in VI or V2cells, similar results were obtained with cells in the
monkey’sinferior temporal cortex, although the receptive fields of these cells
were so large that both stimuli were always within the field. Moran &
Desimoneinterpreted their results as reflecting an "attentional" process beginning in V4 that contracted a receptive field around the "attended to"
(relevant) stimulus whenevertwo or morestimuli fell within the cell’s original
field (with a finer spatial tuning of this process in V4cells than in inferior
temporal cells).
Just as the sizes of receptive fields have been shownto contract about
critical stimuli, tuning curves for both color- and orientation-sensitive cells in
V4 have been shownto contract or sharpen whenan animal’s task requires a
finer discrimination of those dimensions.It is as if the animalis "attending
more closely" to that dimension (Spitzer et al 1988; Spitzer & Richmond
1990).
While the contraction of receptive fields and the sharpening of tuning
curves wouldseemto serve a selective or "attentional" function, wheredoes
the control of such processes reside? A numberof investigators have concluded that the pulvinar nucleus of the thalamusserves such a function (e.g.
Crick 1984; LaBerge & Buchsbaum1990; and Posner & Petersen 1990). It
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seems a likely candidate because it has reciprocal connections with areas
throughoutthe occipitotemporal system(Ungerleider et al 1983), and patients
with pulvinar lesions exhibit deficits in directing visual attention (Rafal
&Posner 1987). The pulvinar nucleus also exhibits increased blood flow in
PETscans whensubjects are asked to ignore a particular stimulus, as if
it were engaged in filtering out that stimulus. (LaBerge & Buchsbaum
1990).
Desimoneet al (1991) examinedthe role of the pulvinar nucleus by first
training a monkeyto respond on the basis of one visual stimulus while
ignoring a secondstimulus in the opposite visual field. Theythen chemically
disabled the monkey’s lateral pulvinar nucleus and found the monkeyhad
great difficulty in ignoring a distractor in the affected (contralateral) field
whenthe target was located in the other (normal) field. However,only when
there was a competing stimulus present did deactivation of the pulvinar
nucleus produce performancedeficits. Thus Desimoneet al concludedthat the
deactivated nucleus interfered with the same sort of attentional gating they
had observed in inferior temporal cells whenevertwo stimuli were presented
simultaneously.
Other cortical areas involved in oculomotercontrol have, not surprisingly,
been implicated in the control of covert spatial attention (attending without
eye movements).These include, in addition to the pulvinar nucleus, the
posterior parietal cortex and the superior colliculus. (See Goldberg&Colby
1989for a review of this work.) Someof the evidence implicating these areas
is clinical. Posner&Petersen (1990) assert that while patients with damage
any of these showdeficits in shifting visual attention there are subtle differences amongthese deficits. Damage
to the posterior parietal lobe reduces
the patient’s ability to disengagefroman existing focus of attention so as to
shift that focus to a position opposite to the side of the lesion. In contrast,
lesions to the superior colliculus showshifts whetheror not attention was
initially focused. Thalamic(pulvinar) lesions seem to reduce the patient’s
ability to maintain focused attention. It is as if "The parietal lobe first
disengages attention from its present focus, then the midbrain area acts to
movethe index of attention to the area of the target, and the pulvinar is
involved with reading out data from the indexed locations" (Posner
Petersen 1990:28).
Other areas in the associative cortex undoubtedlyserve selective or attentional functions that are slowly being revealed by PETstudies of blood flow
during various cognitive tasks (see LaBerge &Buchsbaum1990; Posner
Petersen 1990; Petersen et al 1988)--for example, the type of cognitive task
discussed earlier, in which a wordcan prime or activate semantic knowledge
that then facilitates or enhances the subsequent processing of semantically
related words.
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DISCUSSION
Discoveriesin neuroscienceare at last identifying neural systemsthat underlie
attentional processes studied at the behavioral level. In a muchearlier review
of work on attention I argued that "Attention should not be thought of as a
single entity. It seems more useful to assume that a variety of cognitive
mechanisms mediate selectivity
in information processing" (Kinchla
1980:214). Morerecently, in his excellent review of workon attention in the
Annual Review ofNeuroscience, Posner concluded that research "suggests to
us a possible hierarchy of attention systems..... [It] involves the operation of
a separate set of neural areas whoseinteraction with domainspecific sy~,;tems
(e.g. visual word form or semantic association) is the proper subject for
empirical investigation" (Posner & Petersen 1990:34, 39).
Neural centers in the tectum and hypothalamusseem to modulate specific
componentsof incomingsensory information, providing the sort of filtering
of irrelevant information and enhancementof relevant information that theories based or purely behavioral evidence have long suggested. These effects
are apparent in the cognitive aspects of cortical receptive fields described
earlier (e.g. Desimoneet al 1991; Spitzer & Richmond1990). Other attentional centers involved in higher-order modesof selection such as semantic
priming are being identified through altered patterns of cerebral blood flow
during various cognitive tasks (e.g. LaBerge & Buchsbaum1990; Posner
Petersen 1990).
This review has dealt primarily with behavioral research, especially that on
visual search, and the directing of visual attention. A numberof general
comments may be made about each.
Visual

Search

Somesearch studies attempt to limit, the role of overt eye movements
by using
tachistoscopic presentationor instructing subjects to hold their eyes still (e.g.
Enns &Rensink 1992); other studies place no constraints on eye movements
(e.g. Treisman&Sato 1990). Most of the data supporting TCeisman’sfeatureintegration theory or its alternatives werecollected with no constraints on eye
movements.Since these studies often involved response times as long as 1 or
2 sec, subjects had ample time to make several eye movements. Little
research has been done on the role of such eye movements.This is surprising
because questions about the "serial" versus "parallel" nature of the search
processare ubiquitousin the literature. If, for example,perceiving the details
or colors defining a target required direct fixation (foveal processing), the
search process wouldnecessarily be serial as the subject shifted fixation from
one array element to the next. Evenif the situation were less extremeso that
target processing were simply enhancedon the fovea, the interplay of overt
and covert shifts of attention should be complex.It seemsparticularly relevant
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to assess the degree to whichfoveationfacilitates the processingof targets, or
to use smaller stimulus arrays that can be presented so briefly that eye
movementscan’t occur.
In most of the search literature reaction time is the most frequently used
independentvariable. Subjects are normallyrequested to "respondas rapidly
as possible while avoiding errors" (Cavanaghet al 1990). A problemwith this
strategy is that it leads subjects to performat a point on the speed/accuracytradeoff function where small shifts in error rates (e.g. 1%-2%)may
associated with large shifts in meanreaction time (see Luce1986). Suchsmall
shifts in error rates are unlikelyto be statistically significant giventhe typical
amountof data collected in these studies. Thusexperimenters often conclude
that shifts in meanreaction times are not due to speed/accuracytradeoffs if the
independentvariable has no significant effect on error. This is clearly inappropriate since one doesn’t prove the null-hypothesis; nonsignificance simply meansthere is insufficient evidence to reject it. It wouldseemuseful
actually to trace out someof the speed/accuracy functions for search paradigms of this sort (see Luce 1986).
Otherquestions regarding visual search were raised earlier in the paper: Are
small arrays (n < 8) searched in the same way as larger ones (see Pashler
1987)?Can extensive practice gradually flatten search functions (see Steinman 1987)?
Directing

Attention

The balance of evidence at this point seemsto support the idea that subjects
can rapidly switch attention on the basis of a pre-cue so as to enhancethe
processing of stimuli at the cued location. Analyse~of data from several
studies using the signal detection measuresd’ and/3 has supported this view:
The cues apparently influenced both d’ and /~. Nevertheless, the studies
involve complexparadigms in which subjects are required to maintain considerable sensory information until a response is called for or probed. Thus
critics can question whetherthe sensory informationinitially available at the
cued location was actually enhanced,or whetherit was preferentially encoded
into a formbetter suited for retention until the probe.
It should also be noted that the apparently separate assessmentof "sensitivity" by d’ and of "response criterion" by/3 maybe misleading. For example,
it is conventionalto treat/3 as constant duringa long series of detection trials.
Supposeit were actually a Gaussian randomvariable. Then the conventional
measure of/3 wouldbe an estimate of its expected value, and its variance
wouldinfluence d’. In other words,variability in a subject’s decision criterion
(a parameterof the decision process) wouldbe representedin d’, the sensitivity measure(see Green& Swets1966). If pre-cuing a location could evoke
morestable (less variable) decision criterion for that location it wouldhave
the same effect on d’ as reducing sensory "noise." Thus interpretation of
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pre-cue effects as influencing "sensory" versus "decision-making" processes
requires caution.
Evidence is also accumulating that there are at least two forms of attention:
cuing: a rapid, to some degree involuntary, automatic, switching; and a
slower, more controlled form of switching. Cues such as sudden light onsets
or motion near the cued location seem most likely to induce the autornatic
form of attention switching.
Another type of attention switching would seem to be involved in the
"preparation" one sometimes seems to make to enhance the processing of a
particular type of stimulus. For example, suppose you were asked to process
rapidly the type of patterns shown in Figure 6. Before the pattern was
presented you might alternatively be prepared to organize the Xs as "figure"
and the Os as "ground," or vice versa. Data I have collected (R. Kinchla,
unpublished observations) indicates that something like this occurs, and that it
takes about one half a second to switch from one form of preparation to the
other.
"Priming" a subject so as to "activate" certain knowledge in memory(make
it more accessible or salient) seems to enhance the subject’s ability to process
related stimuli (compared to other, nonprimed stimuli). Thus priming seems
to be a way of allocating attention. If one could assess the time required to
"deactivate" or "unprime" knowledge and prime or activate other knowledge
it would represent the time required to switch to another form of attention. In
fact, it may be a special case of the rather lengthy and difficult process
whereby one switches from performing one type of complex cognitive task
(calculating on your income tax) to another (writing a poem). There is clearly
a considerable startup period during which knowledge required to work on
each task is progressively "primed" or "activated." This is why it is much
more efficient to work on one task for a long time, or to completion, than it is
to switch back and forth between two tasks.
In conclusion, then, it appears there are many mechanisms that me.diate
selectivity in humancognition, ranging from systems that alter the early flow
of sensory input to higher-order associative processes that prime or activate
knowledge and thereby enhance subsequent processing.
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